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It is known [I, 21 that in discussing the stability and asymptotic stability 
of motion, the use of more than one Lyapunov function offers a more flexible 
mechanism. Each Lyapunov function can be allowed to satisfy less rigid 
requirements than the single Lyapunov function occuring in the correspond- 
ing theorems of Lyapunov’s second method. Thus, to obtain necessary 
conditions for the stability criteria of motion, in terms of several Lyapunov 
functions, is of interest in itself. 
Recently sufficient conditions for the concepts of conditional stability 
criteria are obtained, with the aid of vector Lyapunov functions [3]. In this 
paper, we consider the converse problem of showing the existence of a vector 
Lyapunov function, whenever the motion is conditionally stable or asympto- 
tically stable. The techniques employed in the construction of a single 
Lyapunov function [4, 51 do not right away extend to this situation. As will 
be seen, our results rest heavily on (i) the choice of special solutions of an 
auxiliary system and the chain of inequalities among them, (ii) a kind of 
diagonal selection of the components of these solutions and (iii) the quasi- 
monotone property. Needless to emphasize that this approach therefore 
depends on a basic lemma for differential inequalities. 
Finally, we also obtain the necessary conditions for the ordinary stability 
criteria, in terms of vector Lyapunov function, adopting our method suitably. 
We remark, however, that if one desires the latter converse theorems only, 
one need not go into the complex technique employed in this paper, since 
this can be achieved by a straight forward extension of the results in [5]. 
2. Let I denote the interval 0 < t < co, R” the euclidean n-space, and 
11 x I] any convenient norm of x E R”. Let Mtnele) denote a manifold of (n - K) 
dimensions containing the origin. 
Consider the differential system 
fg =f(t, 4, (2-l) 
444 
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where f(t, X) E Rn verifies the following Hypothesis H,: the function f(t, X) 
is defined and continuous, together with its first partial derivatives with 
respect to the components of X, on I x R” andf(t, 0) = 0, t G I. 
The hypothesis HI guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solutions 
of (2.1), as well as their continuous dependence on the initial values. Also, 
the solutions F(t, t, , .Q), (to, x0) EI x Rn, are continuously differentiable 
functions with respect to the initial values and (2.1) has the identically zero 
solution. 
Let J(t) = J(t, to, x,,) be the Jacobian matrix %Lj5x off(t, X) with respect 
to x at N =F(t, t 0, x,,). Then, it is known [6] that the matrix 
is the fundamental matrix of the variational system 
such that +(to , to , x0) is the unit matrix. Also, the vector ~?F/at, (t, t, , x0) 
is the solution of (2.2) with 
and 
g (t, to 9 x0) = - a(& to 9 x0) ‘f(to 9 x0), t 3 to. (2.3) 
We shall now define certain classes of monotone functions, which are 
used in the sequel. 
(i) A function b(r) belongs to the class K if, it is defined and continuous 
for 0 < r < co, b(0) = 0, b(r) is strictly monotone increasing in Y, for Y  > 0 
and b(r) -+co asr-+co. 
(ii) A function u(t) belongs to the class L if, it is defined and continuous 
for t E I, strictly monotone decreasing in t and u(t) -+ 0 as t -+ 00. 
(iii) A function a(t, Y) belongs to the class K* if, it belongs to the class K 
for each fixed t E I and is continuous in t for each Y. 
3. We shall say that a function g(t, U) E RN possesses the quasi-monotone 
property if the following condition holds: for each i = 1, 2,..., IV, g,(t, u1 , 
u2 ,..., uN) is monotone nondecreasing in u1 , ue ,..., u+ , ui+* ,..., uN . 
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Let us consider the differential system 
du. 
- = g,(t, % , u2 ,--*, UN), dt 
i = 1, 2 ,...) N, 
which may be written in vector form 
du 
-& = g(t, u), (3.1) 
where the function g(t, u) E RN satisfies the Hypothesis H,: g(t, u) is defined 
and continuous, possessing continuous first partial derivatives with respect 
to the components of u, on I x RT , where Ry denotes the set of all non- 
negative N-vectors, g(t, 0) = 0, t E I and g(t, u) has the quasi-monotone 
property. 
We are also interested in the auxiliary system 
where 
j(t, u) = 
du A 
z = g(4 4, 
gl@, *l 9 u2 ,'**, uN) 
g2(& Of u2 ,.**, %) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
g,@, 0,-v 0, % ,***, UN) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
gN(t, 0, a..., 0, UN) 
It is clear that i(t, u) also satisfies the hypothesis H, . Moreover, since the 
~(0s are all non-negative and g(t, u) has the quasi-monotone property, it 
follows that 
& 4 < go, u), (t,u)EIx R:. (3.3) 
This is an inequality between vectors. Here and in what follows, whenever 
we use a vector inequality, it is to be tacitly understood that the inequality 
is satisfied componentwise. 
The following basic lemma [7] is useful in our subsequent discussion. 
LEMMA. Let the function h(t, x) be defined and continuous orz I x R”, taking 
values in Rn, Assume that the vector functions v(t), w(t) are continuous and 
d$+rentiable for t E I and satisfy the dzj%rential inequalities 
q < h(t, v(t)), 
y > h(t, w(t)), 
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fort ~(0, CO). Then8(0) < w(O)implies 
In order to avoid an interruption in the proofs of our results we state the 
next two propositions which follow as a result of the above lemma. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let U(t) = U(t, 0, uO) and o(t) = o(t, 0, u,,) be the 
solutions of the differential systems (3.1) and (3.2), through the same point 
(0, uo), respectivezy. Then 
Qt> < W), t EI. (3.4) 
Consider the N initial vectors, with uiO >, 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., N. 
PI = ho , o,..., o>, 
P, = ho 3 u20, o,..., O), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Pi = (%o , Fm ,-**, uio , o,..., O), 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
P, = ho 9 u20 3-*-, %ro). 
Since uIo’s are all non-negative, it follows that pi < pi+1 , for each 
i = 1, 2,..., N - 1. Let the solution of the system (3.2), through the point 
(0, pi) be denoted by 
q(t) = O,(t, O,p,) = 
for each fixed i, i = 1,2 ,..., N. Now, we have the 
PROPOSITION 2. Let, fog each fixed i, i = 1, 2 ,..., N - 1, oii(t) and 
ci+l(t) be the solutions of the system (3.2), through the points (0, pi) and 
(0, p,+J, respectively. Then, 
a(t) < a&)? t EZ. (35) 
In view of the Proposition 2, we have, for each fixedj = 1,2,..., N, 
“,(t, 0, PI) < U2j(tj 0, p2) < “’ < UNj(ty 0, PN). (3.6) 
4. The necessary conditions for the conditional stability criteria are 
given in the following converse theorems. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume that 
(al) the functions f(t, x) and g(t, u) satisfy the hypotheses HI and Hz, 
respectively; 
(as) the solution F(t, 0, x0) of the system (2.1) verifies the inequality 
Mll x0 II) < II WY 0, x0) II G Ml1 x0 II), t EI, x0 E Mh--O) 8 (4.1) 
where #II and 182 belong to the class K; 
(%) the solution U(t, 0, pN) of the system (3.1) satisfies the estimate 
YSEK 
provided uio = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k; 
(a4) the solution oN(t, 0, pN) of the system (3.2) is such that 
UNN(t, O,pN> b yl YI EK> 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
whenever uio = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Then, there exists a function V(t, x) with the following properties: 
(1) V(t, x) is a continuous mapping I x Rn + R’“;‘, possessing continuous 
partial derivatives with respect to t and the components of x; 
(2) qt, x) = $ + T . f (t, x) < g,(t, V(t, x)), 
b* i = 1, 2 ,..., N, 
(3) vi(t, x) Et 0, if x E M(,-,) , i = 1, 2,..., k; 
(4) WI x II) < 5 vi(t, x) < ~(11 x II), 
i=l 
where b and a belong to the class K. 
PROOF. Let F(t, 0, x,,) be the solution of (2.1) through (0, x0). If we denote 
F(t, 0, x0) by x, the uniqueness of solutions of (2.1) implies that x0 = F(0, t, x). 
Choose any continuous function p(x) E RN + , possessing continuous first 
partial derivatives with respect to the components of x, such that 
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and 
Pi(X) = 0, (i = 1, 2 ,..., k), if x E M&k) . 
Define the vector function I;(t, x) as follows: 
rl(t, x) = ull(t, 0, &F(O, t, A-)), 0 )..., 0) 
f,(C .4 = u,,(t, 0, Pl(wJ, 4 x)), p2(V, t, x)), o,..., 0) 
(4.5) 
vN(t, x) = u hThr(tr 0, Pl,(qo, t, a, PAW, t, x:)),..., Piv(-w> 4 4)) (4.6) 
Because of the continuity of the functions F(0, t, x), p(x), o,(t),..., ON(t), 
with respect to their arguments, it follows that b;(t, x), (i == 1, 2,..., N) is 
defined and continuous on I x Rn. Since the functions f and g (and hence 2) 
satisfy the Hypotheses Hr and H, , respectively, the functions al(t), 02(t),..., 
ON(t) andF(0, t, x) are all differentiable with respect to their arguments. This, 
together with the choice of p(x), shows that Vi(t, x) (i == 1, 2,..., N) possesses 
continuous partial derivatives with respect to t and the components of x. 
Thus, for each i = 1, 2 ,..., N, 
avi qt, x) = at - + $ *f(t, x), 
= ugt, 0, &F(O, t, x) ,..., @(O, 4 x)), o,..., 0) 
au,, ap 
+ au, *aw * [ 
aqo, 4 X) + wo, t, 4 
at ax -f 0, xl] - 
= g,(t, 0 ,..., 0, u& 0, #(O, t, x)), . . . . Pi(qo, 4 x)), %.., O),..., 
x Ui&, 0, CL1(F(O, 4 $..., Pi(F(O, t, x:)), o,..., O)), 
since, by relation (2.3), 
wo, t, 4 
at 
+ aqo, t, X) 
ax *f (t, x) = 0. 
Using the quasi-monotone nondecreasing character of g(t, u), the fact that the 
solutions Ol(t), 02(t),..., ON(t) are all non-negative and the relations (3.6), we 
obtain 
This proves (l), (2). 
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To prove (3), we observe that, if x belongs to M(,-a) , x,, =F(O, t, x) also 
belongs to the manifold MG-~) . Now, by the definition (4.6), the choice 
of p(x) satisfying (4.5) and the fact that the system (3.2) has the identically 
zero solution, it follows that, if x E M(n--k) , 
vi(t, x) = 0, (i = 1, 2 ,...) k). 
Since x = F(t, 0, x0) and x0 = F(0, t, x), we get, from (4.1) that, 
P,‘(II x II) G Ilwt 4 4 II G ml1 A- II), (4.7) 
where E1 and g1 both belong to the class K. The definition (4.6) and the 
relations (3.6) yield 
which, by virtue of (3.4), is 
+ Uh@, 0, Pl(wh 4 x)), P2(V9 6 4),..., PN(W t, x))), 
where ur , ur ,..., 1~~ are the components of the solution U(t, 0,~~) of the 
system (3.1). In view of (4.5) and the fact that x0 E MoPk) , using the relation 
(4.2) and the upper estimates in (4.4), (4.7), we get 
< rzb2(11 WI 4 4 Ill 
d r2Mmll x II))1 
= 4 x II), a E K. 
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Finally as the solution ON(t) is non-negative, we have 
which, by using the inequality (4.3) and the lower estimates in (4.4), (4.7), 
yields 
The proof is complete. 
2 Yl[%(lI VA t, 4 II)1 
2 YlblK’( II x IIN 
= b(ll x 109 b E K. 
REMARK. It is to be observed that the upper estimate in (4.1) and the 
estimate (4.2) ascertain the conditional stability of the null solutions of (2.1) 
and (3.1), respectively. The lower estimate in (4.1) and the inequality (4.3) 
are compatible with the conditional stability of the null solutions of (2.1) 
and (3.1), respectively. 
THEOREM 2. Let the assumption (al) of Theorem I hold. Suppose further 
that 
(b,) the so&t&z F(t, 0, x0) of (2.1) satzkjies the inequaZity 
t%(ll x0 II) 4) < II F(4 0, x0) II G Ml1 x0 II) %(t)? t EI, 
where 
P, 9 Bz E K and o1 , a2 EL; 
x0 E MG--k) 3 
(4.8) 
(b,) the solution lJ(t, O,p,) of (3.1) verifies the estimate 
i %(t, OSPN) < Y2 (L Uto) s,(t), tEI (4.9) 
where y2 E K, and 6, EL and whenever 
UiO = 0, i = 1, 2,..., k; 
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(b,) the solution o,(t, 0, p,) of (3.2) is such that 
%Nt4o,PN) 3 Yl ($0) Ut), t EI, (4. IO) 
where yl E K, 6, EL and whenever ui,, = 0, i = 1,2 ,..., k; 
(bJ y,(r) is dz&rentiabZe and y;(r) > m > 0; 
tb5) h(t) > ml a2tt), ml > 0. 
Then, there exists a function V(t, x) E Ry which possesses properties 
(l), (2), (3) of Theorem 1 and 
(5) WI x II) 9 i Vdt, 4 < a(t, II x II), bEK, aEK*. 
i=l 
PROOF. Let Fi(t, 0, x0), W, 0,l-d and nN(t, 0, pN) be the solutions of 
(2.1), (3.1), and (3.2) satisfying (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10), respectively. Choose 
any continuous function p(x) E Ry , possessing continuous partial derivatives 
with respect to the components of x, such that (4.5) and 
Ba~ll~II~~~~~~~)~~~ll~ll)r ,%,~EK (4.11) 
i=l 
hold. Using the same definition (4.6) for V(t, x) and proceeding as in Theo- 
rem 1, it can be easily shown that (l), (2), and (3) are satisfied. 
The assumption (b4) implies that 
Y,(v,) 2 mv2 . (4.12) 
The inequality (4.8), in view of the fact that x = F(t, 0, x,,) and x0 =F(O, t, x), 
yields 
K1 (+g) d IIF(O, t, x) II < By1 (9) 3 K’, IQ;’ E K* (4.13) 
As in Theorem 1, using the definition (4.6) 
of ON(t), we get 
and the non-negative character 
fl .( ) v, t, x 3 u,,(f, 0, ccl(w.J t, x)>,-*3 PdW 6 4)), 
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which, in virtue of (4.10), lower estimates in (4.1 Ij and (4.13), the relations 
(4.12) and the assumption (bs), gives successively 
2 mm4 x II) 
= WI x II>> 6EK. 
Again, as in Theorem 1, using the definition (4.6) and the relations (3.6) 
and (3.4), we obtain 
which, in its turn, allows the following estimates successively, 
= 4, II x II)! QEK*, 
because of (4.9) and upper estimates in (4.11) and (4.13). The theorem is 
proven. 
Under the general assumptions of Theorem 2, it has not been possible 
to prove the stronger requirement c”r L;(t, x) < ~(11 x II). This can, 
however, be achieved if the estimates (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) are modified 
as in the following 
THEOREM. 3. Let the assumption (al) of Theorem I hold. Assume further 
that the inequalities (4.8), (4.9), and (4.10) in Theorem 2 be replaced by 
(cl) /% II xo IP 6) =G tlF(t, 0, 5) II < i32 II ~0 II= 4th t E 6 xo E Mu) 
(4.14) 
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where & , pz , (y. > 0 are constants and u EL; 
(4 i u&3 0, PN) d Yz ($ %o) w t E I, 
where yz > 0 is a constant, 6 EL, and whenever ui,, = 0, i 
0%) u,N(t,O*PN) 3 ~l(&+w~ t EI, 
(4.15) 
1, 2,..., k; 
(4.16) 
where y1 > 0 is a constant, 6 EL and ui,, is such that uio = 0, i = I,2 ,..., k; 
respectively; 
(cp) The functions 8(t) and u(t) are related by the relation 
P(t) = d(t), 
fat some constant fl > 0. Then, there exists a function V(t, x) with the properties 
(11, (2), (3) and 
(6) Ml II x IIP d 5 Vi(C x) < M, II x IIP, 
i=l 
where Ml = ylhl@, M2 = y&e, p = (p/a) and A, , A, are some suitable 
constants greater than 0. 
PROOF. Choose the continuous function p(x) E Ry satisfying (4.5) and 
N 
where A, , A, , and /I are constants > 0. 
Following the proof of Theorem 2, with necessary changes, it is easy to 
construct the proof. We omit the details. 
REMARK. The conditional asymptotic stability of the null solutions of 
(2.1) and (3.1) is expressed in terms of the upper estimate in (4.8) or (4.14) 
and (4.9) or (4.15), respectively. The lower estimate in (4.8) or (4.14) and the 
inequality (4.10) or (4.16) are compatible with the conditional asymptotic 
stability of the null solutions of (2.1) and (3.1). 
5. The conditional character of the stability notions in Theorems l-3 
are due to the requirements that 
xo E ML-~) and ujo = 0, i = I,..., k. 
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By dropping these and following our technique with suitable modifications, 
necessary conditions for stability of motion in terms of several Lyapunov 
functions are obtained in the following theorems. 
THEOREM 4. Let the assumption (al) of Theorem I hold. Suppose further 
that 
(i) there exist two functions /31 , & E K such that 
&(II x0 II> < llF(4 03 x0) II G Mll x0 II), t EI; (5.1) 
(ii) there exist two functions y1 , ye E K such that 
Yl(f Uio) d UN&T 09 PN) t E I, 
‘j=l ’ 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
Then, there exists a function V(t, x) satisfying (l), (2), and (4) of Theorem 1. 
PROOF. Choose a continuous function p(x) E Ry possessing continuous 
partial derivatives with respect to the components of x, satisfying the inequal- 
ity 
I 
a1 , 01~ E K. (5.4) 
By using the definition (4.6) to define V(t, x) and following the arguments 
similar to that in Theorem 1, it is easy to show that the function V(t, x) has 
the properties (l), (2), and (4). We do not go into details. 
We merely state Theorems 5 and 6, which can be proved, following the 
proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, with necessary modifications. 
THEOREM 5. Let the assumption (al) of Theorem I and the assumptions 
(b4) and (bJ hold. Assume further that 
(9 Ml1 x0 II) dt) G II W, 0, x0) II < Mll x0 II) My t EI, 
where8,,8,EKunda,,a,EL; 
(ii) 
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where yz E K and 6, EL; 
where y1 E K and 6, EL. 
Then, there exists a function V(t, x) with the properties (l), (2), and (5). 
THEOREM 6. Let the assumption (al) of Theorem I and the assumption (c4) 
of Theorem 3 hold. Suppose further that 
0) A II x0 Ila 44 G II WY 0, x0) II G A II x0 IP 4>, t EI, 
where @I , & , a! > 0 are constants and 0 EL; 
(ii) 
where yz > 0 is a constant and 6 EL; 
(iii) %m(t, 0, PN) 2 Yl s(t) 5 Uto , t E 4 
i=l 
where y1 > 0 is a constant. Then, there exists a function V(t, x) with theprop- 
erties (l), (2), and (6). 
bbL4RK. I f  N = 1, the Theorems 4, 5, and 6 yield necessary conditions 
for stability criteria in terms of a single Lyapunov function and thus cover 
the results of Theorems 1,2, and 3 in [ 51. 
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